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Hon Andre Perez
A MESSAGE FROM:

Minister of Blue Economy
and Civil Aviation

The Belize Airports Authority (BAA) has as its mandate

the management and operation of 16 aerodromes

that span and connect the entire country. This has

been no easy feat amid a worldwide pandemic,

complete lockdowns, curfews and travel restrictions

and the plummeting of the tourism and travel

industries.

A series of cost-saving measures to streamline expenses and new non-

aeronautical revenue streams were opened. New database software has also

come online to ensure that aerodrome usage is easily tracked providing

statistics useful for establishing usage patterns, projections, and resource

allocations. There are already plans to undertake past due rehabilitative works in

several aerodromes and to continue to increase investment in equipment that

widens the safety margin at all the aerodromes. These new and bold initiatives

were implemented by a Board of Directors who are committed to positive

change, development, and alignment with the greater objectives of Plan Belize. 

The economic fall out caused by these events had a severe impact on the

revenues of the BAA. Notwithstanding these setbacks, quick reorganization and

reallocation of available funds allowed the BAA to open for business and to

provide the services that allowed the domestic airlines to operate. The airlift to

final destinations around the country is a crucial component of the tourism

package, without which the visitors’ experience would not be complete.



Thea Garcia-Ramirez
A MESSAGE FROM:

General Manager 

The fiscal year 2021/2022 was filled with immense

uncertainty. The Great Lockdown paralyzed the tourism and

aviation industries and greatly impacted our operations at

the Belize Airports Authority (BAA). Then the pandemic

came in waves and our revenue also ebbed and came back

in small surges. We learned quickly to improvise and to

adapt, some of the staff were able to work from home and

then rotate. But it was our Operations Unit that never

wavered throughout the entire pandemic.

They ensured that our aerodromes continued to operate. Their responsiveness was

essential as dozens of emergency air evacuations were completed for persons that

required urgent medical treatment. BAA aerodromes were crucial for keeping the

entire country connected during the many curfews and lockdowns, by ensuring

that families could send and receive food items, medicine and other essentials.

While it was a circumstance that catalysed many changes, there were also many

purposeful modifications in the last year that increase safety and made us more

efficient and more effective. We have reorganized and ensured that the BAA is able

to provide service around the clock at its busiest aerodromes around the country. 

We continue to nurture the communication that we have established with all our

partners to ensure that safety remains our top priority. The BAA has demonstrated

enormous resilience, and teamwork, and stands ever prepared to provide

improved services and facilities in this next fiscal year.



About the Belize Airports Authority 

Management- Day-to-day operations of airports as it relates to the safety

& security of infrastructure, the adequacy of facilities installed, and the

physical integrity of all equipment & persons used. 

Services- Refers to the provision and maintenance of all services required

and deemed necessary for the efficient operation of airports (ramp

service, parking for aircraft and vehicles, etc).

Physical Development- The ‘Physical’ Development functions addresses

expansion, development and the modernization needs of prescribed

airports and other civil aviation infrastructure.

The Belize Airports Authority (BAA) was established under the BAA Act

Chapter 238 of the Laws of Belize to manage and administer prescribed

airports, and provide all essential services and facilities necessary for the

efficient operations of prescribed airports in Belize. 

The functions and roles of the BAA are divided into three essential

categories:

1.

2.

3.

VISION

BAA, Belize’s foremost provider of aerodrome services.

MISSION

To develop Belize’s air transportation industry through effective aerodrome

management focused on safety and security, driven by a highly motivated

team of experts dedicated to improving the services and infrastructure

provided to aviation stakeholders and the travelling public.
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Board of Directors

Ricardo Martin
Chairman

Sandy Roberts
Vice Chair

Kennedy Carrillo
CEO

 Nicholas Varela
Director

Nigel Bolouy
Director

Director

Raquel Guerra 
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Secretary

Natalie Arceo



 

Public Aerodromes owned by the Belize Airports Authority

1.    John Greif II Airport- San Pedro Town 

2.   Sir Barry Bowen Municipal Airport -Belize City 

3.   Caye Caulker Municipal Airport- Caye Caulker Village 

4.   Pelican Beach Airstrip-Dangriga Town

5.   Placencia Municipal Airport – Placencia Village 

6.   Ranchito Airstrip-Ranchito Village 

7.   Punta Gorda Airstrip- Punta Gorda Town 

8.  Hector Silva Airstrip-Belmopan City 

9.  H.E. Alfredo Martinez Airstrip- Chan Pineridge Village 

10. Matthew Spain Airstrip- Central Farm 

11. Sarteneja Airstrip- Sarteneja Village 

12. Melinda Airstrip-Hope Creek 

13. Privaccion Airstrip-Mountain Pine Ridge 

14. Philip Goldson International Airport (Under Concession

agreement/provide oversight)

Overview of Aerodromes



AERODROME OPERATIONAL NOTES

1.     The above-mentioned aerodromes are for DAYTIME USE ONLY (except

for John Greif II, Sir Barry Bowen Municipal, Caye Caulker Municipal and the

Placencia Municipal Airports which are useable at night but are subject to

an exemption for night operations issued by the Hon. Minister with the

responsibility of the Blue Economy and Civil Aviation).

2.  There is no dedicated fire coverage at these aerodromes, however,

arrangements are in place for fire coverage by the National Fire Service of

Belize. 

3.    These aerodromes are uncontrolled, but visual aids and meteorological

information via the National Met Service (automatic weather stations) are

provided. However, no air traffic services are available. The Common

Broadcasting Frequency of 122.8 MHz is mandatory. 

4. There is a maximum take-off weight (MTOW) restriction for aircrafts

desiring to operate at these aerodromes. Almost all are restricted to aircrafts

with a MTOW not exceeding 12,500 lbs. However, the John Grief II Airport,

Sir Barry Bowen Municipal Airport, Caye Caulker Municipal Airport, and

Placencia Municipal Airport, are restricted to aircrafts whose MTOW does

not exceed 20,000 lbs. This is monitored by the Belize Department of Civil

Aviation.

5. Foreign registered aircrafts desiring to fly to these aerodromes must

obtain written permission from the Belize Airports Authority before

proceeding to any of the aerodromes. 
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ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

1. Provide surveillance at all aerodromes under the control of the Belize

Airports Authority.

2. Carry out routine and non-routine inspections, monitoring and

surveillance of the day-to-day operations of all aerodromes and providing

reports and recommendations as necessary.

3. Perform on-site checking of aerodrome facilities, including but not limited

to; dimensions and surface conditions of runways, taxiways, stop ways, end

safety areas, shoulders and aprons, landing and wind direction indicators,

fueling facilities, and guidance and warning signs.

4.  Carry out perimeter access control inspections on all aerodromes, both

periodically and when necessary.

5. Carry out the necessary follow-up inspections to confirm compliance with

necessary action and recommendations.

6. Compile and maintain aerodrome data including, the details of; the

location of the aerodrome; the movement area; the runway declared

distances available; the aeronautical ground lighting where applicable; the

ground services where applicable; notices of any special conditions and

procedures if any. 
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ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES CONT'D

7. Ensure aerodrome operating procedures including but not limited to; the

overall aerodrome safety management system; rescue and firefighting;

apron management and parking control; control of vehicles operating on, or

in the vicinity of, the movement area; and wildlife hazard management.

8. Evaluate operations, maintenance, policies and procedures continuously

and make or recommend changes for improvement to meet established

goals and objectives. Implement changes as needed and in coordination

with the General Manager.

9.  Review and approve requests (if qualified) for foreign registered aircrafts

to fly to BAA's aerodromes. We have been promoting and developing

General Aviation and encouraging foreign-registered aircrafts to utilize

domestic aerodromes.

10. Process requests for information on, or permission to commence, the

construction of buildings, towers, facilities, or any other obstacles likely to

impact aerodrome operations and make recommendations as necessary. 

11. Plan, organize and supervise works in collaboration with professional

consultants (when necessary) for all aerodrome construction projects.

12. Participate in the investigation of all accidents and incidents
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2021
HIGHLIGHTS 
& PROJECTS



The newly renovated access road enjoys the following features: 
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RANCHITO AIRSTRIP ACCESS ROAD



BEFORE
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AFTER
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Visual aids were installed at the Sir Barry Bowen Municipal Airport, John

Greif II Airport, Caye Caulker Airport and the Placencia Municipal Airport, in

order to compliment the runway lighting systems. The enhancement came

by the installation of Airport Rotating Beacons which meets both the

Federal Aviation Administration and the International Civil Aviation

Organization. The beacons were strategically positioned at the airport so

that the equipment is not shielded by objects and does not dazzle pilots

approaching to land. 

INSTALLATION OF ROTATING BEACONS
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The BAA has now established an office facility, including the hiring of

additional administrative, maintenance, and technical personnel for the

aerodrome. The BAA provides seven days a week (daily) aerodrome services

and facilitates scheduled night operations which is determined by

international arrivals. In addition, the BAA also facilitates medical emergency

flights from the aerodrome after normal operating hours (24/7). 

The BAA also implemented a maintenance schedule where the technical

and maintenance team conducts daily runway inspection and foreign object

debris (FOD) management. 

OFFICE AT THE JOHN GREIF II AIRPORT 
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The BAA upgraded the Dangriga airport with the installation of a complete

runway lighting system. The project was done in four phases and included:

INFRASTRUCTURE WORKS AT PELICAN BEACH AIRSTRIP

 The installation of infrastructure works, namely base cans, and
piping works.

 The design of the system 

The Construction of building to house the CCR (Runway Light
Switch), generator, and installation of the runway wires and elevated
lights. 

Installation of tower and rotating airport beacon. 
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 INCREASE OF NIGHT OPERATIONS  
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1. Technical assistance from the Ministry of Infrastructure Development and

Housing (MIDH) for a comprehensive assessment of runway infrastructure. 

The BAA received technical assistance from the MIDH with assessments of

runways including, John Greif II Airport, Caye Caulker Municipal Airport, Sir

Barry Bowen Municipal Airport, Hector Silva Airstrip, Mathew Spain Airstrip,

Privaccion Airstrip and Ranchito Airstrip. 

Works done included testing for confirmation of load-bearing capacity of

the runways, including the subgrade levels, Dynamic Cone Penetrometer

(DCP) and California bearing ratio (CBR) tests. Probes were also done at

several locations on the runway.

Following the assessments at the aerodromes, the task force provided in-

depth reports with recommendations for the upgrade of these facilities.

Based on the reports and recommendations, maintenance plans were

developed for the execution of works to upgrade the runway infrastructure

and associated facilities to increase safer operations at the aerodromes. 

MAINTENANCE WORKS 
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2. Vegetation Control 

The BAA executes scheduled vegetation maintenance at all its aerodromes

as it is a key component of air operations. Frequent cutting is essential at the

airport to keep the dust down, cover loose particles of sand and gravel,

absorbs more rainfall and aids in the prevention of erosion. The grass is not

allowed to obstruct the view of any runway, taxiway edge lights, signage and

visual aids. The BAA also cuts along the edge of the runway to prevent

weeds from encroaching which prevents pavement damage. Trimming is

also a part of the Authority’s Wildlife Hazard Management plan by reducing

habitats for birds and other animals. 
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3. Bi-Annual Maintenance of Privaccion Airstrip

The Privaccion Airstrip is the only airstrip with a runway surface of

compacted sand. The BAA executes bi-annual maintenance of the runway,

drainage, and shoulders. Works executed during the maintenance included:

stripping, vegetation from runway surface, grading, re-shaping, balance,

camber and recompacting the surface to standards. The Authority also

maintained the transition from the runway to the apron, ensuring that

necessary filling and compaction to grade were completed. The shoulders,

drainage system and trees in the approach paths are also maintained as a

part of the project
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COOPERATIONS AND MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU)

National Meteorological Service of

Belize- upgrade of the automatic

weather stations which now includes

a lightning detection system. 

Dangriga Town Council- to

reduce wildlife hazard at the

aerodrome which included

the construction of a corral for

housing of stray

livestock/horses. 
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Placement of bouys 

The BAA in collaboration with the Belize Port Authority installed bouys in

the lagoon located west of the Placencia Airstrip. This was a necessary

measure taken to safeguard operations due to a noted increase of docking

by catamarans with extremely high mast. 
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The BAA’s General Manager, Mrs. Thea Garcia-Ramirez, attended a

meeting to identify and address the barriers to change and improve

issues in readiness and identify bases to support effective

implementation efforts in returning to a robust tourism season. 
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BAA’s first Board Meeting at the San Pedro Offices. Present was the Hon.

Andre Perez to provide his full support and advice. 



Philip Goldson International Airport (PGIA)

The BAA assisted in purchasing additional lands for airport/apron expansion

projects for the PGIA. This undertaking will assist the aviation industry, the

Belize Airport Concession Company and the BAA to be able to

accommodate more international carriers and to facilitate passenger flow at

a faster rate. 

The project will expand the aircraft apron and will increase the capacity of

aircraft parking slots, along with the  realignment of the airport access road

and additional expansion of the airport terminal building. This project once

completed will alleviate the issues of congestion at the PGIA and increase

the airport's capacity for aircraft and passengers. 
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Special Events
 

CARICOM SICA Conference 
 

Investment Summit
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VISIT FROM
THE US SOUTHERN COMMAND GENERAL 
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ROYAL VISIT



The BAA has embarked on

emerging technology to help

improve its competitive advantage,

drive strategy and growth. As

technology in business continues to

expand the BAA procured the Pax

E-Data Information System to also

help increase the efficiency of

systems, products, and services. 

 The Pax E-Data Information System

is a cloud-based software that can

be accessed with internet

connection and a web browser.

Employees can access it from

anywhere, whether at work or

home. The system is specifically

designed to capture data from

manifests submitted to the BAA by

the local airlines. It provides many

benefits such as flexibility, better-

managed data flow and improved

data security. 

INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

Looking back at the year 2017, the

BAA captured passenger and landing

data in excel sheets. This was a

tiresome and tedious task for

employees and placed a limitation

on how the data could be reported.

Moreover, the propensity for data

discrepancies was greater. The

upgrade from excel sheets to a

program provides filtered data by

carrier, location, and total passengers.

It also, generates different types of

reports, namely manifests statement,

manifests list, daily summary, carrier

daily summary, flight and route

information.

Furthermore, the Pax-E-Data

Information System is being carried

out in three phases. Phase one,

design and development of portal

and data implementation has been

completed. The second phase

consists of the design and

development of the airline portal and

phase three is the development and

implementation of a real-time

integration airline system. 
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2.1 M
total revenue

47%
Revenue

increase

2021

Majority of the BAA's revenue is
derived from Landing and
Passenger User Fees.  

38,869
LANDINGS 

 320,683
PASSENGERS

The COVID-19 pandemic had a devastating impact on the aviation industry.

While the industry has seen promising signs of recovery, it has also been a

case of two steps forward, one step backwards. This is due to the constant

changes in travel, border, and lockdown restrictions which complicate an

already challenging environment for the airports and airlines. 

As aviation operations decreased in 2020 due to travel restrictions and

national lockdowns, total landing and passenger numbers were down by

48% and 68 %, respectively, compared with 2018/2019 (the most recent full

year not impacted by COVID).

Domestic landing and passenger recovery was recorded at an increase of

42% from 20,052 landings and 47.5% from 168,040 passengers in 2020 to

34,869 (landings) and 320,683 (passengers) in the year under review.  

 



B U S I N E S S  D E V E L O P M E N T  U N I T

The Business Development Unit was established in 2019 and was tasked with

developing growth strategies focused on long-term financial sustainability, self-

sufficiency, and quality service delivery. The unit aims to identify new financial

growth, service opportunities and needs for its end users. 

Additionally, the unit undertakes the corporate marketing and branding task to

build a solid company image and increase its intangible value. The importance of

this strategy was to ensure coherent brand representation throughout the

organization, and all the aerodromes so as to contribute to the airport’s ambiance,

and modern communications. 

The integration of both aspects combined aeronautical and non-aeronautical

business strategies to ensure that business plans were effective from a marketing

perspective and by extension maximize the development of the aerodromes. 
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Aeronautical Business 

Provisions for aeronautical services and being responsible for the aspects

of the businesses associated with aviation operations , revenues ,

sustainability , and environment , with an emphasis on safety and security . 

Non-Aeronautical 

Developing and managing all aspects of property leasing and

developments at the aerodromes including airside and landside . 



Fiscal Year 18/19 and 19/20

accounted for zero percent in non-

aeronautical revenues. The

inception of the new Unit entailed

proper planning and mapping of

the aerodromes to identify

opportunities that would provide

non-aeronautical revenues. 

Since then, the Fiscal Year 20/21

and 21/22 accounted for an overall

increase of 163% in Aircraft Hangars

and 146% in overall Lease Rentals.

The high value on long-term

business partnerships saw the

importance for the BAA to work

hand-in-hand to ensure that all its

clients were accommodated as best

as possible, in order to thrive again

in the long term. The Authority has

been quick to respond to the

changes in the market presented

by COVID-19 and encourages more

non-aeronautical business ventures. 

B U S I N E S S  H I G H L I G H T S  
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Aircraft Hangar

18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22
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Commercial Lease

18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22

80,000 

60,000 

40,000 

20,000 

0 

The BAA now encompasses initiatives aimed at increasing engagement,

retaining visitors, constantly upgrading its facilities, improving the user

experience and improving its services.  



Hangar Development 

Sir Barry Bowen Municipal Airport (SBBMA)

Hector Silva Airstrip (BCV)
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Leased properties for airport hangar development 



Billboards at the Placencia Municipal Airport (PLJ),
Ranchito Airstrip (CZH)
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Billboards at the Placencia Municipal Airport (PLJ),
Ranchito Airstrip (CZH)
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Lease Agreements 

Flight Academy at the Hector Silva Airstrip (BCV) 

Parking Space Agreement at Ranchito Airstrip (CZH)
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Provisions for Future Business Development 

Additional spaces to lease for business opportunities. 
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Employee Capacity Building 

Basic First Aid Training 

Certified pesticide applicator license 
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ICAO Aerodrome Restart (ARST EN)



Staff Events 

Staff Luncheon  

Women’s Day Luncheon at the Belize Department of Civil

Aviation 
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Future plans for the BAA

 

1. Renovations works to the Sir Barry Bowen Municipal Airport, John Greif II

Airport, and  Caye Caulker Municipal Airport,

2. Resurfacing of the Mathew Spain Airstrip and Hector Silva Airport,

including runway markings and a runway lighting system for the Hector

Silva Airport.

 

3.Works at Punta Gorda Airstrip which include widening the runway and

installation of a runway lighting system. The project is also looking at the

possibility of constructing a new terminal building. 

4.The BAA plans to embark on security screening at airports by way of

equipment such as metal detectors and x-ray machines.

 

5.  Installation of additional weather stations at the aerodromes. 

6. Upgrade to some of the lighting systems with the installation of PAPI

lights. 

7.  The  technical staff will undertake new and recurrent ICAO certified

training. 
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